
Identity-Centric SaaS Security

Posture Management & Compliance 
Ensure your configurations are compliant. Improve 
security coverage and lower risk, saving time & money.

App Discovery & Governance
Manage SaaS-to-SaaS integration risk. Get full visibility 
into what’s connected, users, and the level of access.

Identity & Access Governance
Ensure the right access, and not more. Understand 
exposure from permissions that can lead to a breach.

SaaS Detection & Response
Detect & quickly respond to SaaS threats using 
prioritized alerts. Remediate in your SIEM and SOAR.

Fully Integrated in Minutes
Use our managed onboarding to connect Reco within 
minutes. Maintaining Reco requires only 10 hours/week.

2M+
SaaS Users Protected

10K+
3rd-Party Apps Discovered

1M+
Violations Detected

60%
Less Time on IT Audits

72%
Lower Security Risk

Remove the Complexity & Risk of Securing these SaaS Applications and More



Reco helped us reduce the number of false positives. Thanks to their context based 
security solution, we were able to filter out up to 99% of the false positives in our 
environment, enabling our security team to respond more effectively to real threats.

Organizations Worldwide Trust Reco to Improve Security Coverage & Lower Risk 

Get the Context Needed to Prioritize Risk & Reduce Time Spent on Manual Work

Reco uses advanced analytics around persona, actions, interactions and relationships, 
and then alerts on exposure from misconfigurations, over-permission users, 
compromised accounts, and insider risk. This comprehensive picture is generated 
continuously using the Reco Identities Interaction Graph and empowers security 
teams to prioritize their most critical points of risk and lower their security risk. 


The main benefit of Reco is that it allows me to be much more efficient with my time. 
Instead of spending hours investigating and triaging alerts, Reco takes care of it for 
me by providing all the necessary context and information, along with workflows that 
help to reduce risk across my SaaS environment.

Robert Kugler

Head of Security & Compliance at

To learn more, email us at info@reco.ai or visit reco.ai.  

Dror Hevlin

CISO at

Reco Integrates with Existing Workflows Established in SIEM and SOAR Solutions
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